
QuickTreX® LANPRO Series

"Network Administrator II" Kit

Part # QT-TK-NAV2.0

The kit contains the following:

PRO-basic LAN Cable Tester
CableTracker Network ID Toner & Probe Kit
QuickTreX® Professional "Wire Surgeon®" Impact Termination Tool
QuickTreX® Professional "Five In One" Modular Crimping Tool
QuickTreX® Wire Surgeon® Wire and Kevlar Scissors
QuickTreX® E-Z UTP Cable Stripper
QuickTreX® Electrical Wire Stripper
Fenix E20 LED Flashlight

QuickTreX® 27-pc. Pro Screwdriver Set
QuickTreX® Precision Diagonal Cut Pliers
QuickTreX® Telescoping Inspection Mirror
The QuickTreX PRO Series Super Duty Quick Knife II
FlashLight PAL®
Carson TriView® - TV-15
QuickTreX® Parts Bags
The Featherweight Series Case



 Included

Pallets:

 

 

PRO-basic LAN Cable Tester



OPTIONAL

 Included

 Included

This PRO-basic LAN Cable tester uses an LED display to show the condition of patch cables
and installed cabling. It tests for faults such as open wires, shorts, reversed pairs, crossed
pairs, split pairs and mis-wiring in seconds. With a push of the button, the cable tester will
automatically scan all wires and pairs to determine any existent faults. Also tests the Shield
connection on shielded (STP) cabling. The network cable tester includes one master and one
remote unit. Detachable Remote Unit.

Can test Installed cabling or Individual Patch Cords
Tests the Shield connection on shielded (STP) cabling
Compact and easy to carry
Easy to verify cable continuously, open, short, and misswire
Can test RJ45, RJ11 and RJ12

Part # LS25-1YL-1

LANTEST-PRO-II Cable Tester with 8 Remotes

LANTEST-PRO-II Cable Tester one of the very best cable testers that you will find on the
market today. Easy to read LCD graphical display shows Continuity, Opens, Shorts, and pin
mismatches and Cable Length. Shows exact cable pinout for faster and more accurate
diagnoses.

Easy to read LCD display shows continuity, opens, shorts, and pin mismatches.
Shows exact pinout.
Measures Cable's Length
Comes complete with 8 remote units to cut down significantly on testing multiple
cables.
Backlit display allows test readings to be visible in dark areas. Low battery indicator.

Anyone who installs or maintains UTP (category 5, 5E, 6, etc.) cabling from novice to
professional will love the LANTEST-PRO-II cable tester. The graphical interface with Length
Test will simplify troubleshooting, and take away the guesswork.

Part # LANTESTPRO-II

CableTracker Network ID Toner & Probe Kit

The CableTracker Network Tone and Probe Kit model CTK1015 is designed for network
managers and technicians. Toning an active LAN circuit can disrupt network traffic and is
difficult to track due to cable twist and tone bleed. The CableTracker Network Tone and Probe
Kit features a Port ID function that blinks the link light verifying cable connectivity. This feature
also provides a simple and effective method to identify switch or hub port assignments on
active networks. Three different blink rates are provided to ensure compatibility with
equipment from a wide range of manufacturers. Traditional toning with two different tone
frequencies and patterns is provided for non-active circuit tracing.

Activate link lights to identify a connected hub or switch port
Transmits four audible tones
RJ-45 male or female connection
Detachable DMM alligator clips
Detects short or open circuits

Part # CTK1015B

QuickTreX® Professional "Wire Surgeon®" Impact Termination Tool



 Included

 Included

 Included

 Included

Professional "Wire Surgeon®" Impact Termination Tool
(for "110" and optional "66" terminations)

This is probably the best Impact Termination Tool that you'll ever use! The tool of
choice for professionals who demand the very best.
Special ergonomic design with soft rubber cushioned handle for better grip that significantly
reduces hand fatigue. Rounded butt end of tool fits more comfortably in the palm of your hand.
Advanced impact regulating mechanism requiring less force (than traditional punch tools)
Automatic Impact: choose low setting for 24/26 gauge wire or high setting for 22 gauge wire.
Comes with "110" dual use (cut and non-cut) blade. "66" Blade available as an option. Optional
extra blades store inside handle.
Built in spudger and wire hook tools built into the handle for greater utility.
Genuine QuickTreX® signature "Wire Surgeon®" product.

Part # QT-TPX5000

QuickTreX® Professional "Five In One" Modular Crimping Tool

Professional "Five In One" Modular Crimping Tool For 8P8C/RJ-45, 6P6C/RJ-12,
6P4C/RJ-11, 4P4C, 4P2C/RJ-22

Calibrated to a nominal of .237" (for most High Quality RJ connectors), while maintaining a +/-
.005 tolerance.
Meets FCC Spec 68.5
Ultra precise and durable Zinc Alloy which supports the product for accurate results on each
crimp, that is sure to last for years with continual use.
Crowned Head pin arrangement accounts for flexing of the plug during the crimping process
and reliably delivers evenly crimped pins.
Crimps modular plugs in perfect and even parallel action with precise ratcheting mechanism
Works with QuickTreX, SS, Sentinel, as well as Tyco type plugs. Will accept both types of
latch locking stand offs (2 or 3) for a proper crimp of cable jacket, while maintaining the
integrity of the conductors "lay".
Plug locks in place to maintain proper position to elevate movement. This allows the tool to
crimp properly over the contacts while not damaging the plastic in the latch area, leaving a
good clean crimp / connection.
Low effort crimp mechanism for less user fatigue
Accessible release button in the event the tool needs to be open prior to a full crimp.

Part # QT-TCX650

QuickTreX® Wire Surgeon® Wire and Kevlar Scissors

Electricians' Wire and Kevlar cutting scissors from QuickTreX® so precise that we
named them "Wire Surgeon®"

Crafted in Germany of durable ice-tempered Solingen stainless steel that holds up under
extreme use. This wire and Kevlar shear is precision designed for clean cutting and specially
ground for use with wire, Kevlar, braiding, etc. Slight serrations on the blade prevent wire
slippage and make dependable precise cuts possible. The ergonomically designed soft rubber
handle provides fatigueless use suitable for right or left-handed people.

Whether you are a professional or amateur, you will agree that these are the best wire and
Kevlar cutting scissors that you have ever used!

Part # QT-X9XL

QuickTreX® E-Z UTP Cable Stripper

The EZ UTP Cable stripper is the best tool that you'll ever use for stripping all UTP (cat 5E,
cat6, etc) and STP (Cat5 Shielded) cables. The stripper is fast and precise, and never nicks
the wire. This tool is a great time saver for both novices and professionals.

Part # QT-5112

QuickTreX® Electrical Wire Stripper



 Included

Cuts and strips wire sizes 10-24 AWG
Set screw locks wire stripper capacity
Self-opening spring-loaded hinge

Part # QT-T2736

Fenix E20 LED Flashlight

The Fenix E20's design is focused on accessibility and convenience. It uses two versatile AA
batteries and maintains balance between high output and long runtime. It is firm, waterproof,
and lightweight. In a word, Fenix's E20 is an outdoor flashlight with a rare combination of high
performance, high quality, and low cost.

This is by far the best Fenix flashlight yet. Fenix has carefully researched their past models
and built the best model yet. This is a simple, no-nonsense flashlight that is a joy to hold and
use. The CNC work is perfect, the anodizing is smooth, even and think. The light has an
innovative new shape that feel great in the hand, and the weight of the flashlight is very well
balanced. The new tactical switch has an extremely crisp on-off action, and the momentary
feature is easy to operate without turning the flashlight all of the way on.

Features of Fenix E20:
Cree 7090 XR-E LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours
Constant brightness: 109 Lumens
3.3-hour runtime (Ni-MH)
Highly efficient smooth reflector with focus-adjustable head - throws beam over 100 meters
Uses two 1.5V AA (Alkaline, Ni-MH or Lithium) batteries, inexpensive and widely available, not
included
15.3cm (Length) x 2.5cm (Diameter)
Made of durable aircraft-grade aluminum
Type III hard-anodized anti-abrasive finish
75-gram weight (excluding batteries)
Waterproof to IPX-8 Standard
Toughened ultra-clear glass lens with anti-reflective coating
Tactical tailcap switch with momentary-on function
Slip-resistant body design
Included accessories: lanyard, spare o-rings, and a rubber

QuickTreX® 27-pc. PRO Screwdriver Set  Included

The 27 Piece Set contains virtually every screwdriver you'll ever need.

Super strong Chrome Vanadium Steel
Comfort Grip Handles
Precision, low slippage black tips
Precision Screwdrivers with a free spinning top for easy one-handed use
Lifetime Warranty

Contains:

Slotted: Small, Medium and Large, 1/8" x 3", 3/16" x 3"
Phillips: Small, Medium and Large, #0 x 3", #1 x 3", #2 x 4"
Extra Large: Slotted 5/16" x 6", Phillips #3 x 6"
Slotted Precision Screwdrivers: 1/8" x 2", 3/32" x 2"
Phillips Precision Screwdrivers: #1 x 2", #0 x 2", #00 x 2"
Stubbys: Slotted and Phillips
Magnetic: Bit Driver, Assorted Slotted, Phillips and Torx Bits
Magnetizer / Demagnetizer

Part # QT-TTS2700

QuickTreX® Precision Diagonal Cut Pliers  Included



 Included

Specifications:
Drop Forged Heat Treated Steel Construction
Spring-Loaded Self-Opening Hinge
Cushioned Non-Slip Handle Grips
Sharp, High Frequency Treated Cutting Edges
Precision-Machined Jaws
Meets or Exceeds ANSI Specifications

QuickTreX® Telescoping Inspection Mirror

Specifications:
2'' Diameter Mirror
Telescopes from 11" to 17"
Dual Ball Joint Positions Mirror at any Angle
Non-Slip Cushioned Handle Grip
Durable Chrome Plated Finish

The QuickTreX PRO Series Super Duty Quick Knife II  Included

The QuickTreX PRO Series Super Duty Quick Knife II is probably the best professional
knife you will ever own. It is made entirely from super 420 Grade fingerprint-proof brushed
Stainless Steel which complements its form and enhances its function and was selected for its
superior performance characteristics. The knife was designed for prolonged heavy use, is
extremely durable and well-made is and is an asset to any professional who owns one.

The Quick Knife II performs dual functions as both an Industrial Grade Utility Knife and a super
duty Standard knife with a serrated back section. Unlike most regular utility knives which have
a host of problems in their use, this Utility Knife holds and locks the razor blade securely on
both the vertical and horizontal planes and has an easy one button blade change mechanism.
When the Utility Knife is in use, the standard blade is locked out to prevent injury. The
Standard blade can be used to cut a variety of materials and is great for rope cutting as a
benefit from its serrated edges.

Made entirely from super 420 Grade fingerprint-proof brushed Stainless Steel
Performs dual functions as both an Industrial Grade Utility Knife and a Standard knife
Easy one button blade change mechanism
Built in clip for belt or pocket attachment
Thumb Stud for One-Hand Opening
Serrated blade is great for cutting ropes

Part # QT-T550X2

FlashLight PAL®  Included

No more holding a flashlight in your mouth or scrunching it between your neck and
your shoulder. No more fumbling in the dark. No more being without light wherever
and whenever you need it.

Unlimited Uses:
Home and Personal, Camping, Tradesmen, Emergencies, Law Enforcement, Search and
Rescue, Many more

Compatibility:
The Flashlight PAL was designed mainly for LED Flashlights ranging from:
Range of Thickness from 0.75" (19mm) to 1.5" (38mm), and a Length from 4" (101 mm) to 9"
(229mm) or more.

Notes on Usage:

Keep Top Flap Closed: When the flashlight is not in use, we recommend keeping this flap
closed even though the side elastic panels will otherwise hold it securely. Under certain
conditions (like jogging or working on heavy machinery), the flashlight could possibly fall out.
Tuck in the top flap on the inside of the pouch when using the flashlight.



Tuck in the top flap on the inside of the pouch when using the flashlight.

Lower Flap: The lower flap serves two purposes. It makes it possible to turn on flashlights
that have a rear click switch without removing the flashlight from the pouch. Secondly, you can
also open the lower flap when you are using flashlights that are in excess of 6" in length.

Tip: Always have an extra set of batteries on hand for emergencies.

Hazardous Conditions: Always work safely and use proper safety equipment (like eye
protection) when working under potentially hazardous conditions.

Part # QT-FLPAL

Carson TriView® - TV-15  Included

The TV-15 TriView Magnifier from Carson Optical is a compact, portable folding loupe
magnifier with power ranging from 5x-15x power magnification. Each lens contains 5x power
magnification. Combine two lenses together to make 10x power magnification, or three to
make 15x power. The TriView Magnifier is lightweight, portable and comes in it's own
protective case.

QuickTreX® Parts Bags  Included

Drawstring Parts Bags will be very useful for holding small parts.

"Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention, sincere effort, intelligent direction and skillful execution; it represents the wise choice of many alternatives."

- William Adlebert Foster (1917-1945) *

* William A. Foster was a United States Marine who received the Medal of Honor for his "conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of his life above and beyond the call of duty" during World War II during the Battle of Okinawa in 1945.
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